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Abstract

Nowadays, there is a increasing in the use of learning management sys-

tems from the universities. This type of systems are also known under other

different terms as course management systems or learning content manage-

ment systems. Specifically, these systems are e-learning platforms offering

different facilities for information sharing and communication between the

participants in the e-learning process.

This contribution presents an experimental study with several subgroup

discovery algorithms based on evolutionary fuzzy systems using data from a

web-based education system. The main objective of this contribution is to

extract unusual subgroups to describe possible relationships between the use

of the e-learning platform and marks obtained by the students. The results

obtained by the best performing algorithm, NMEEF-SD, are also presented.

The most representative results obtained by this algorithm are summarised in

order to obtain knowledge that can allow teachers to take actions to improve
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student performance.

1. Introduction

On-site education systems allow teachers to directly analyse the situa-

tion of the courses, using the interation with students to improve course

content and thus achieve better grades for students. However, in learning

management systems (LMS) this information can not be directly analised

with respect to the use of the resources, activities, quizzes and so on, and

teachers must rely on certain techniques like educational data mining.

Educational data mining is an emerging interdisciplinary research area

that deals with the development of methods to explore data from educational

contexts [35]. It is concerned with the development of mining methods to ex-

plore the unique types of data in educational environments and, using these

methods, to better understand students and learning systems. A data min-

ing algorithm can discover knowledge using different representation models

and techniques from two different perspectives: predictive induction, whose

objective is the discovery of knowledge for classification or prediction [27]; or

descriptive induction, whose main objective is the extraction of interesting

knowledge from data. In this area, attention can be drawn to the discovery

of association rules following an unsupervised learning model [1], and other

approaches to non-classificatory induction.

This contribution employs Subgroup Discovery (SD) [16, 6] algorithms

based on evolutionary fuzzy systems (EFSs) in order to analyse the Moo-

dle platform from the University of Cordoba. SD is a descriptive inductive

learning area in which, given a set of data and a property of interest to the
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user, an attempt is made to locate subgroups which are statistically “most

interesting” for the user. A subgroup is interesting if it has an unusual sta-

tistical distribution with respect to the property of interest. The objective

is to discover interesting properties of subgroups by obtaining simple rules,

which are highly significant and with high support. The experimental study

is performed with several SD algorithms to show the quality of the powerful

NMEEF-SD. This study, joined with an analysis from the point of view of the

teacher, is also presented with the aim of improving the e-learning courses.

To do so, the paper is organised as follows: learning management systems

are presented in section 2. SD task and EFSs used for SD are presented in

section 3. In section 4 the complete experimental study is presented. Finally,

conclusions are outlined.

2. Learning management systems

Nowadays, several systems have been developed for online education,

most of them using web-based platforms. These web-based educational sys-

tems can be classified in different types such as adaptive and intelligent web

based educational systems, particular web-based courses and learning man-

agement systems. In this paper, we focus on learning management systems

(LMSs), also known under other different terms as course management sys-

tems or learning content management systems. LMSs are e-learning plat-

forms offering different facilities for information sharing and communication

between the participants in the e-learning process. These systems allow the

distribution of information to students but also facilitates the task of the ed-

ucators when producing content material, preparing assignments, managing
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distance classes, engaging in discussions and enabling collaborative learning

with file storage areas, chats, forums or news services. There are both com-

mercial LMSs (eg. Blackboard, Virtual-U, WebCT, or TopClass) and free

LMSs (Moodle, Ilias, Claroline, or ATutor) [31].

It is common for LMSs using a relational database to store the students

activities and usage information instead of using data log files. However,

when the number of students is high it becomes complicated for a tutor to

manage the information stored, even using the reporting tools offered by

some of the platforms. In this situation, the great amount of information

makes it difficult to extract useful information to improve the learning pro-

cess. Therefore, some researchers have recently proposed using data mining

techniques in order to help the tutor in this task.

Data mining techniques allow to identify patterns in the information re-

lated to the use of the platform which can be analysed not only to interpret

the students’ activity on the platform but also to get more objective feed-

back for instruction and more knowledge about how the students learn on

the LMS [35]. In fact, some data mining techniques have already been used

in e-learning problems. Thus, a grammar-based genetic programming with

multi-objective optimization techniques was performed in [36] in order to pro-

vide a feedback to courseware authors. In [39] a clustering task was used to

discover patterns reflecting user behavior. In addition, in [28] the sequencing

capabilities of the SCORM standard to include the concept of recommended

itinerary, by combining educators expertise with learned experience acquired

by system usage analysis was presented.

Two different areas can be established with respect to the data mining
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techniques: predictive, in which the main objective is to find a model to clas-

sify new instances with respect to an interest variable, and descriptive, whose

objective is to describe relationships between all the variables. However,

there are some data mining techniques that are somehow halfway between

prediction and description. This is the case with the subgroup discovery

task, aimed at searching unusual relationships between data with respect to

an interest variable. Actually, this technique was applied in [34] to search

subgroups in an e-learning platform through evolutionary algorithms.

3. Subgroup discovery

3.1. Main properties

The concept of SD was initially introduced by Kloesgen [20] and Wrobel

[40], and more formally defined by Siebes [38] but using the name Data

Surveying for the discovery of interesting subgroups. It can be defined as

[41]:

“In SD, we assume we are given a so-called population of individ-

uals (objects, customer, . . .) and a property of those individuals

we are interested in. The task of SD is then to discover the sub-

groups of the population that are statistically “most interesting”,

i.e., are as large as possible and have the most unusual statisti-

cal (distributional) characteristics with respect to the property of

interest.”

SD attempts to search relations between different properties or variables

of a set with respect to a target variable. Due to the fact that SD is focused in
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the extraction of relations with interesting characteristics, it is not necessary

to obtain complete but partial relations. These relations are described in the

form of individual rules.

Then, a rule (R), which consists of an induced subgroup description, can

be formally defined as [11, 24]:

R : Cond → Targetvalue

where Targetvalue is a value for the variable of interest (target variable) for

the SD task (which also appears as Class in the literature), and Cond is

commonly a conjunction of features (attribute-value pairs) which is able to

describe an unusual statistical distribution with respect to the Targetvalue.

As an example, let D be a dataset with three variables Age = {Less than 25, 25 to 60,

More than 60}, Sex = {M, F} and Country = {Spain, USA, France, German},

and a variable of interest target variable Money = {Poor, Normal, Rich}.

Some possible rules containing subgroup descriptions are:

R1 : (Age = Less than 25 AND Country = German)→ Money =

Rich

R2 : (Age = More than 60 AND Sex = F ) → Money =

Normal

where rule R1 represents a subgroup of German people with less than 25 years

old for which the probability of being rich is unusually high with respect to

the rest of the population, and rule R2 represents that women with more

than 60 years old are more likely to have a normal economy than the rest of

the population.
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SD is somewhere halfway between predictive and descriptive induction,

and its goal is to generate in a single and interpretable way subgroups to

describe relations between independent variables and a certain value of the

target variable. The algorithms for this task must generate subgroups for

each value of the target variable. Therefore, an execution for each value of

the variable must be performed.

A rule for SD is represented in Fig. 1, where two values for the tar-

get variable can be found (Targetvalue = x and Targetvalue = o). In this

representation a subgroup for the first value of the target variable can be

observed, where the rule attempts to cover a high number of objects with a

single function: a circle. As can be observed the subgroup does not cover

all the examples for the target value x even the examples covered are not

positive in all the cases, but the form of this function is uniform and very

interpretable with respect others. In this way the algorithm achieves a re-

duction of the complexity. Furthermore, the true positive rate for the value

of the target variable is high, with a value of 75%.

Figure 1: Representation of a subgroup discovery rule with respect to a value (x) of the

target variable
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The SD task is differentiated from classification techniques basically be-

cause SD attempts to describe knowledge for the data while a classifier at-

tempts to predict it. Furthermore, the model obtained by a SD algorithm

is usually simple and interpretable, while that obtained by a classifier is

complex and precise.

On the other hand, the main elements within the SD approaches can be

observed below [3]:

• Type of the target variable. Different types for the variable can be

found: binary, nominal or numeric. For each one different analyses can

be applied considering the target variable as a dimension of the reality

to study.

• Description language. The representation of the subgroups must be

suitable for obtaining interesting rules. These rules must be simple

and therefore are represented as attribute-value pairs in conjunctive

or disjunctive normal form in general. Furthermore, the values of the

variables can be represented as positive and/or negative, through fuzzy

logic, or through the use of inequality or equality and so on.

• Quality measures. These are a key factor for the extraction of knowl-

edge because the interest obtained depends directly on them. Further-

more, quality measures provide the expert with the importance and in-

terest of the subgroups obtained. Different quality measures have been

presented in the specialised bibliography [12, 20, 21, 24], but there is

no consensus about which are the most suitable for use in SD.
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• Search strategy. This is very important, since the dimension of the

search space has an exponential relation to the number of features

and values considered. Different strategies have been used up to the

moment, for example beam search, evolutionary algorithms, search in

multi-relational spaces, etc.

A wide number of quality measures have been presented in the SD lit-

erature both to guide the search process in order to find the best SD rules

and to measure the quality of the SD rule set finally obtained [20, 26]. The

most common quality measures used in SD can be classified by their main

objective such as:

• Complexity measures, related to the interpretability of the subgroups,

i.e. to the simplicity of the knowledge extracted.

• Generality measures, used to quantify the quality of individual rules

according to the individual patterns of interest covered.

• Precision measures, showing the precision of the subgroups.

• Interest measures, intended for selecting and ranking patterns accord-

ing to their potential interest to the user.

• Hybrid, that attempt to obtain a good trade-off between different ob-

jectives.

Table 1 summarises the Quality measures most used in SD [16] and their

main characteristics.
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Table 1: Classification of the quality measures used in subgroup discovery

Quality measure C G P I

Number of rules X

Number of variables X

Coverage [26] X

Support [26] X

Confidence [2] X

Precision measure Qc [11] X

Precision measure Qg [20] X

Qg-Weight [11] X

Interest [29] X

Novelty [40] X

Lift [4] X

Significance [20] X

Sensitivity [20] X X

False Alarm [11] X X

Specificity [20] X X

Unusualness [25] X X X

Piatetstky-Shapiro [14] X X X

C=Complexity, G=Generality, P=Precision and I=Interest

According to the SD concept the obtaining of interesting, simple and

interpretable subgroups, covering the majority of the examples of the interest

property (target variable) is desirable. Considering this definition and the

analysis of the different quality measures used in the literature, we propose

three guidelines in order to establish the type of measure more suitable, to

guide the search process and to analyse the quality of the subgroups obtained

by any SD algorithm:

• Interpretability. A SD proposal must obtain few rules containing a

low number of variables in the antecedent part in order to help to the

experts to understand and use the extracted knowledge, i.e. simple and

interpretable subgroups are preferred in SD task.
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• Relation sensitivity-confidence. A SD algorithm must obtain results

with a good precision, where the majority examples covered belong to

the target variable, i.e. it must achieve the best possible relation be-

tween sensitivity and confidence. Both quality measures are primordial

in order to provide subgroups to the experts that cover the higher num-

ber of described correctly examples. It is difficult for the algorithms

to obtain this compromise due to the loss suffered by a measure when

trying to increase the other.

• Novelty. A SD model must contribute novel knowledge, providing the

experts with information in order to describe unusual and interesting

behaviour within the data. This objective could be measured with a

wide number of quality measures as novelty, interest or significance,

among others. Nevertheless, it is important to highlight the utility

of the unusualness to measure this objective because it contributes

with generality and confidence to the problem. Moreover, this quality

measure is widely used in the specialised bibliography.

It can be considered that the main purpose of a SD algorithm is to find

a good trade-off between these three guidelines because this lead to the ob-

taining of good results in a wide number of quality measures and not only in

the ones used in the search process.

3.2. Evolutionary fuzzy systems in subgroup discovery

Computational Intelligence techniques such as artificial neural networks

[33], fuzzy logic [42], and genetic algorithms [17, 13] are popular research
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subjects, since they can deal with complex engineering problems which are

difficult to solve by classical methods [22].

Hybrid approaches have attracted considerable attention in the Compu-

tational Intelligence community. One of the most popular approaches is the

hybridization between fuzzy logic and GAs leading to genetic fuzzy systems

[7]. A GFS is basically a fuzzy system augmented by a learning process based

on evolutionary computation, which includes genetic algorithms, genetic pro-

gramming, and evolutionary strategies, among other evolutionary algorithms

(EAs) [9]. This concepts is extended to the EFSs [15].

Fuzzy systems are one of the most important areas for the application

of the Fuzzy Set Theory [43, 44]. Usually it is considered a model structure

in the form of fuzzy rule based systems (FRBSs). FRBSs constitute an ex-

tension to classical rule-based systems, because they deal with ”IF-THEN”

rules, whose antecedents and consequents are composed of fuzzy logic state-

ments, instead of classical ones. They have demonstrated their ability for

control problems [30], modelling [32], classification or data mining [23] in a

huge number of applications.

The automatic definition of an FRBS can be seen as an optimization or

search problem, and EAs are a well known and widely used global search

technique with the ability to explore a large search space for suitable so-

lutions only requiring a performance measure. In addition to their ability

to find near optimal solutions in complex search spaces, the generic code

structure and independent performance features of EAs make them suitable

candidates to incorporate a priori knowledge. In the case of FRBSs, this a

priori knowledge may be in the form of linguistic variables, fuzzy membership
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function parameters, fuzzy rules, number of rules, etc. These capabilities ex-

tended the use of GAs in the development of a wide range of approaches for

designing FRBSs over the last few years.

The SD is focused on the genetic rule learning where most of the ap-

proaches proposed to automatically learn the knowledge base from numer-

ical information have focused on the rule base learning, using a predefined

data base. The usual way to define this DB involves choosing a number of

linguistic terms for each linguistic variable (an odd number between 3 and 9,

which is usually the same for all the variables) and setting the values of the

system parameters by an uniform distribution of the linguistic terms into the

variable universe of discourse.

The main EFSs for SD presented throughout the literature, as far as we

know, are described below:

3.2.1. SDIGA

SDIGA[19] is an evolutionary fuzzy system [15] because it uses a knowl-

edge representation fuzzy rules and evolutionary computation as a learning

process. It is interesting to remark that SDIGA searches for rules for each

value of the target variable, i.e. the consequent is not represented in the

chromosome but is fixed.

This algorithm follows the IRL approach where the solution of each iter-

ation is the best individual obtained and the global solution is formed by the

best individuals obtained in the different runs. The representation of the in-

dividuals is performed through the “Chromosome = Rule” approach and the

core of SDIGA is an EA using a post-processing step based on a local search.

This hybrid algorithm extracts one simple and interpretable fuzzy rule with
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an adequate level of support and confidence. The algorithm model can use

fuzzy canonical or DNF rules with a predefined set of linguistic labels.

This algorithm is included in an iterative process for the extraction of

different rules. In this way, algorithm marks examples cover for rules to pre-

vent a new rule being obtained which covers exactly the same examples in the

following runs. Algorithm is obtaining rules while the generated rules reach

a minimum level of confidence and give information on areas of the search

space in which there are examples not described by the rules generated in

previous iterations. The rule is improved in a post-processing phase through-

out a hill-climbing process, which modifies the rule in order to increase the

degree of support.

The fitness is an aggregation function where the selection of the quality

measures like coverage, significance, unusualness, accuracy, sensitivity, crisp

support, fuzzy support, crisp confidence and fuzzy confidence is determined

by the user. The number of objectives within the weighted aggregation func-

tion are between 1 and 3.

3.2.2. MESDIF

MESDIF [18] is a multiobjective EA is an evolutionary fuzzy system

based on the SPEA2 approach [45]. It applies the concepts of elitism in

the rule selection (using a secondary or elite population) and the search for

optimal solutions in the Pareto front. In order to preserve the diversity at

a phenotypic level the algorithm uses a niches technique which considers the

proximity in values of the objectives and an additional objective based on

novelty to promote rules which give information on examples not described

by other rules of the population.
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The rule induction process obtains rules with high predictive accuracy

and which are comprehensible and interesting. In this proposal, the user can

choose between a wide number of quality measures (coverage, significance,

unusualness, accuracy, sensitivity, support and confidence) to maximise all

the defined objectives.

One of the most important aspects of MESDIF is the obtention of results

for all the values of the target variable. It returns the individuals of the elite

population for each value, whose size is defined by the user.

The algorithm uses the “Chromosome = Rule” approach. The multiob-

jective EA discovers fuzzy rules whose consequent is prefixed to one of the

possible values of the target feature. Therefore, all the individuals of the

population are associated with the same value of the target variable, and so

the chromosome only represents the antecedent of the rule.

3.2.3. NMEEFSD

NMEEF-SD [5] is a multiobjective evolutionary fuzzy system based on

NSGA-II [8]. NMEEF-SD codifies each candidate solution according to the

“Chromosome = Rule” approach, where only the antecedent is represented in

the chromosome and the consequent is prefixed to one of the possible values

of the target feature in the evolution. Therefore, the algorithm must be

executed as many times as the number of different values the target variable

contains. With respect to the representation of the rules NMEEF-SD can

use canonical or DNF rules.

As the general objective of NMEEF-SD is to obtain a set of rules, which

should be general and accurate, the algorithm includes components which

enhance these characteristics. In particular, diversity is enhanced in the pop-
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ulation using a new operator to perform a re-initialisation based on coverage,

in addition to a niching technique (the crowding distance in the selection op-

erator). On the other hand, in order to promote generalisation, as well as the

objectives considered in the evolutionary approach, the algorithm includes

operators of biased initialisation and biased mutation. Finally, to ensure ac-

curacy, in addition to the objectives NMEEF-SD returns as its final solution

those rules which reach a predetermined confidence threshold.

NMEEF-SD allows to choose between two and three quality measures as

objectives of the evolutionary process in order to obtain relevant subgroups,

between: coverage, significance, unusualness, accuracy, sensitivity, support

and confidence.

4. Experimental study

The experimental study is divided into different sections. Firstly, a ex-

perimental set up is presented in Section 4.1 where the main properties of

the algorithms and the dataset are summarised. Next, Section 4.2 shows the

results obtained for the different EFSs in the experimental study. Finally, a

study of the usage data with NMEEF-SD algorithm is shown in Section 4.3

where several of the rules obtained are analysed from the point of view of

the teacher with the aim of improving the courses content.

4.1. Experimental framework

Moodle system [10] is one of the most used web-based e-learning systems.

In addition, Moodle is an alternative to proprietary commercial online learn-

ing solutions, is distributed free under open source licensing and has been

installed at universities and institutions all over the world.
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Moodle system contains a great deal of detailed information on course

content, users, usage, etc., stored in a relational data base keeping detailed

logs of all the activities performed by the students. We can use these logs in

order to determine which students have been active in the course, what they

did, when, or if everyone has done a certain task or spent a required amount

of time online within certain activities [37].

In this work, available information corresponding to 5 different courses of

the University of Cordoba, involving a total of 293 students, is used. In this

experimentation, courses with high student participation have been selected

to obtain more general results. Furthermore, there is no a minimum amount

of students to obtain any rule. This information has been preprocessed for

obtaining a summary table with the most important information related to

our objective. Table 2 shows this summary including the activities completed

by each student in an e-learning course.

It is important to remark that the mark obtained of the students, they

have discretised into different values: fail, pass, good and excellent. In the

experimentation could have been used numerical values but it is more repre-

sentative using these values in order to codify them as the rule consequent.

On the other hand, the EFSs employed in the experimental study use the

parameters presented in Table 3. These algorithms are executed five times

for each experiment because they are non-deterministic algorithms.

4.2. Results and analysis of the experimental study

SD allows to analyse the possible relation between the usage of comple-

mentary activities of a course and the final marks obtained by the students.

This is conducted using different algorithms. The final mark is used as the
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Table 2: Description of the attributes employed for each student

Name Description Type

course Identification of the course Discrete

nAssigment Number of assignments completed Continuous

nAssigmentP Number of assignments passed Continuous

nAssigmentF Number of assignments failed Continuous

nQuizz Number of quizzes completed Continuous

nQuizzP Number of quizzes passed Continuous

nQuizzF Number of quizzes failed Continuous

nMessagesC Number of messages sent to the chat Continuous

nMessagesT Number of messages sent to the teacher Continuous

nMessagesF Number of messages sent to the forum Continuous

nRead Number of forum messages read Continuous

Table 3: Parameters used by evolutionary fuzzy systems

Algorithm Parameters

SDIGA Population size=100, evaluations=10000, crossover probability=0.60,

mutation probability=0.01, minimum confidence=0.6, 0,7, 0,8 and

0,9, representation of the rule=canonical, linguistic labels=3, objec-

tive1=sensitivity, objective2=unusualness

MESDIF Population size=100, evaluations=10000, crossover probability=0.60, mu-

tation probability=0.1, elite population=3, 4 and 5, representation of

the rule=canonical, linguistic labels=3, objective1=sensitivity, objec-

tive2=unusualness, objective3=confidence

NMEEFSD Population size=50, evaluations=10000, crossover probability=0.60, muta-

tion probability=0.1, minimum confidence=0.6, 0,7, 0,8 and 0,9, represen-

tation of the rule=canonical, linguistic labels=3, objective1=sensitivity,

objective2=unusualness

variable to characterise, using the different marks to divide the data into

classes and codifying them as values of the consequent of the rules. There-

fore, the final purpose is to present the results to the teacher in form of rules

in order to allow the use of this knowledge in the decision making concerning

the complementary activities of the course. For example, the teacher can
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decide to promote the use of some type of activities to improve marks, or on

the contrary eliminate some activities because they are associated with low

marks.

Table 4: Results obtained by SD algorithms in e-learning usage data of the University of

Cordoba
Algorithm Param nr nv UNUS SENS CONF

SDIGA 0.6 5.00 3.10 0.039 0.555 0.421

MESDIF 5 20.00 4.29 0.027 0.499 0.346

NMEEF-SD 0.8 15.40 4.38 0.104 0.716 0.831

Table 4 shows the average results for each SD algorithm for each qual-

ity measure: number of rules (nr), number of variables (nv), unusualness

(UNUS), sensitivity (SENS) and fuzzy confidence (CONF ). These quality

measures can be analysed in [16]. In addition, the Param column represent

the value of the parameter in which the algorithm obtains the best results. As

can be observed, the best performance is obtained by NMEEF-SD algorithm.

NMEEF-SD not only obtains the best results with respect to the sensitivity-

confidence relationship, but also with respect to the unusualness measure.

In this sense, NMEEF-SD obtains subgroups with more than 70% of the

examples covered and with 83% of examples correctly described. These val-

ues show the quality of the subgroups obtained by NMEEF-SD. NMEEF-SD

does not obtains the best results with respect to the interpretability (num-

ber of rules and number of variables per rule), but the differences are not

relevant.

Taking into account the results in table 4, next are analysed the rules

obtained by NMEEF-SD, with the aim of bringing new knowledge to the

teachers in order to enable them to act to improve the results of their stu-
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dents.

4.3. e-learning usage study with the NMEEF-SD algorithm

Table 5: Rules more representative obtained by NMEEF-SD

nr Rule

R1 IF (Course=29) AND (nMessagesT=0) THEN Fail

Sign:25.700 - Unus:0.110 - Sens:0.631 - Conf:0.856

R2 IF (nAssigment=Low) AND (nQuizz=Low) THEN Fail

Sign:25.829 - Unus:0.107 - Sens:0.765 - Conf:0.836

R3 IF (nQuizzP=Low) THEN Fail

Sign:6.913 - Unus:0.075 - Sens:0.955 - Conf:0.703

R4 IF (nAssigment=Normal) AND (nMessagesT=0) THEN Pass

Sign:1.423 - Unus:0.023 - Sens:0.789 - Conf:0.241

R5 IF (nAssigment=Normal) THEN Pass

Sign:1.141 - Unus:0.018 - Sens:0.824 - Conf:0.231

R6 IF (nRead=Low) THEN Pass

Sign:0.973 - Unus:0.001 - Sens:0.965 - Conf:0.194

R7 IF (nQuizzP=High) THEN Good

Sign:29.912 - Unus:0.079 - Sens:0.772 - Conf:0.655

R8 IF (Course=110) THEN Good

Sign:25.536 - Unus:0.081 - Sens:0.750 - Conf:0.532

R9 IF (nAssigment=High) AND (nRead=Low) THEN Excellent

Sign:25.309 - Unus:0.005 - Sens:0.750 - Conf:0.076

R10 IF (nQuizzP=High) THEN Excellent

Sign:29.912 - Unus:0.006 - Sens:0.417 - Conf:0.081

NMEEF-SD algorithm returns a comprehensive set of subgroups employ-

ing a low number of variables with the highest unusualness. Therefore, in this

paper an analysis with the most representative subgroups is performed. In

Table 5 the best subgroups for each value of the target variable are presented.

Some key ideas can be highlighted from the results obtained for each one

of the marks of the study:
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• Fail. A set of subgroups with high values in all the quality measures

analysed can be observed in this group, where generic rules with low

number of variables obtain high values of unusualness and confidence.

The information to highlight for the students with the mark fail would

be a low participation of them, and a low interest for the professors to

perform quizzes.

• Pass. In this group are obtained subgroups which cover the majority of

the students but with confidence very low. This group is very difficult

to analyse due to the low instances that the dataset contains for this

target value.

• Good. In this target value good results are obtained with considerable

values in all the quality measures analysed. It would be interesting to

note the subgroup R8 where it could indicate to the professor the indif-

ference with respect to the the assignment performed for the student

in the platform for the course. In this way, the subgroups indicates

him that he should review the relationships between the course and

the activities planned. In addition, there is another subgroup (R7)

with excellent results in all the quality measures for courses with high

number of quizzes passed.

• Excellent. In this target value occurs a similar situation like pass value,

i.e. is a minority class. However, in this set of subgroups there are good

values of sensitivity. Furthermore, the same rule (R10) that appears in

the target value good is obtained, though as can be observed in the table

the confidence is lower. A remarkable new information obtained is that
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students obtain excellent results if the number of forum messages read

is low and the number of assignments completed is high. Of course,

teachers want their students to use the forum (as it is a valuable tool to

improve the students’ skills) but perhaps they need to make an effort

to educate their students in its proper use.
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